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THE BRIEF

Our client has an extensive portfolio of
industrial properties spread across
QLD and VIC, which vary in age, size
and condition.
As part of the client’s drive to better
understand their assets and have a
clearer idea of future planned
expenditure, AssetWize were engaged
to provide condition audit and 10-year
lifecycle CAPEX cost assessments,
together with detailed asset registers
for each of the sites.
Multiple sites across the wider
Brisbane and Melbourne areas were
inspected early in 2021 to assist with
future financial planning for the client.
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AssetWize led and managed
teams of building
consultants/engineers with
inspecting each individual
property to record and
prepare detailed, descriptive
and photographic asset
registers and lifecycle cost
information.

ASSETWIZE
APPROACH 2

We utilised specialist cloudbased data collection
software to develop detailed
Asset Registers comprising
all building components
forming the sites and
buildings, with a primary
focus on key engineering and
maintainable items.
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Information collected to inform
the asset registers included item
condition and the remaining life
of each building component. This
data helped determine the
overall condition of each property
as well as identify key repairs
and maintenance (R&M)
requiring attention or further
investigation.

ASSETWIZE
APPROACH 4

Fundamental to the project was
the provision of expected
significant capital lifecycle
replacement costs of key
components. AssetWize
developed lifecycle cost
reporting output tools that rapidly
extracts and manipulates the
Asset Register information to
provide full, detailed lifecycle
replacement (CAPEX) costs,
together with timeframes for
replacement.
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OUTCOME
AssetWize’s cloud-based data
collection method and bespoke
lifecycle cost reporting tool
enabled our audit teams to
consecutively inspect multiple
properties over a period of
weeks, lifecycle cost data was
produced instantly without
risking potential information loss
or a loss of quality in the data.
This ensured an efficient
inspection schedule and a
quick turnaround and delivery
of both Asset Registers and
Lifecycle Cost Plans for the
client.
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